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Abstract
Large scale genomesequencing projects are now producing
huge amountsof data which can be readily stored and managed within data base managementsystems, and analyzed using dedicated software packages. The results of these analyzes should also be stored with the input DNAsequences.
The increasing complexity and size of the objects to be described and managedhave led biologists to rely on advanced
data modelssuch as the object-oriented model. As a joint effort betweenour computersdence and molecular biology research projects, the knowledgebases we have developed in
molecular genetics have shown howeverthat the basic object-oriented modelis not fully adapted to the complexityof
somebiological situations encountered. Advanceddescriptive capabilities, provided only by knowledgemodels originated from the AI field, are required. Compositeor evolving
objects, multiple viewpoints, constraints, tasks and methods, textual annotations are someexamplesof such capabilities. Theyare illustrated by biological situations for which
they appeared to be necessary. Supporting powerful reasoning mechanisms(e.g. object classification, constraint propagation or qualitative simulators), they allow the development of large knowledgebases in molecular biology. These
knowledge bases are expected to become the adequate
support for co-operativedistributed research efforts.

Introduction 1
Large scale genome sequencing projects are producing large
and rapidly expanding an~ounts of data. Under this pressure,
computer scientists and biologists have developed the use of
data base managementsystems (DBMS)in order to store, organize and retrieve these DNAsequences. As investigating
methods were being developed, new types of objects had to be
described and managed. Portions of genomic fragments had to
be distinguished according to their functions, and more complex objects such as maps at different levels had to be stored
together with the sequences. Simple file systems were quickly replaced by relational systems, and more recently by object-oriented data models (e.g. see (Shin et at. 1992)).
object model indeed allows the description of large complex
and inter-related objects. Moreover, the possibility to attach
the processing methods directly to these objects solves the
integration
problem. The so-called "impedance mismatch"
between the data and the application programs disappears.
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It has to be expected that the need for more advanced modeling capabilities will develop as more knowledgeis being extracted from the raw DNAsequence data. Such capabilities
can be provided only by the knowledge models which emerged from artificial intelligence (AI) research work. The first
section is devoted to the presentation of the basic object-oriented knowledge model. The following three sections then
present and illustrate several situations for which this basic
model turns out to be inadequate. Several examples are
drawn from our own experiences in developing two large
knowledge bases in molecular biology. The first knowledge
base, ColiGene, describes the regulation mechanisms of gene
expression in E. coli. The second one, MultiMap, allows the
description of mapsat different levels and for various living
organisms, thus supporting comparisons and phylogenetic
studies. Wefinally conclude on the role these large scientific
knowledge bases are expected to play in co-operative
distributed research efforts.

Representing knowledgewith objects
Any computer program does include knowledge, but only
knowledge-based systems attempt to clearly separate knowledge from its exploitation mechanisms. They rely on declarative knowledge models which indeed allow to express
knowledge without anticipating the ways it will be effectively used for problem solving. Amongthe various available
models, the object-based models currently appear as the most
satisfactory
to represent both data and knowledge. They
draw their main characteristics
from semantic networks and
from some of the original ideas on frames (Minsky 1975)
(Fikes & Kehler 1985).
Object-based knowledge models significantly
differ from
object-oriented
programming languages as a consequence
from their expected use. Since they have to support external
inference mechanisms, their contents must be readily available ; slot descriptions and values are not encapsulated inside
the objects. Moreover, incomplete instances may be created,
i.e. some of their slots do not possess values. If required,
these values can be determined using the knowledge in the
classes, such as procedural attachments or default values.
Whenknowledge on an instance increases, the instance can be
attached to more specialized classes, i.e. sub-classes, through
a classification process. Objects are here descriptions which
have to be interpreted by inference mecheafisms; ttiey are not
directly executable.
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The resulting object-oriented knowledge bases can be operated
in several ways. F’trst of all, they can be used to increase the
knowledge on objects which are not completely known and
characterized. Explanation on the results can be provided.
Knowledge bases can also be simply consulted. The object
model very adequately supports navigation, but requests can
also be formulated to retrieve objects which satisfy some
characteristics.
In this section, these common
characteristics of object-based
knowledge models are presented and exemplified with Shirka,
a class-based knowledge model which has been conceived and
implemented in INRIAGrenoble laboratory over the last eight
years. Although presenting several original traits, Shirka indeed incorporates all the basic features of object-based knowledge models. It allows the development and the management
of large knowledge bases, such as ColiGene and MultiMap,
which have been completed in the context of a joint project
involving computer scientists and molecular biologists.
Classes and Instances
Shirka (Rechenmann& Uvietta 1991) relies on tile distinction
between classes and instances. A class describes a set of potential instances through a syntactical structure called a
scheme(Fig. 1).
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Figure 1 -- Structure of a class as a knowledgedescription unit.
Everyclass has a nameand is composedby a list of slots. Eachslot
has itself a nameand is described by a list of facets with their
associatedvalues.
A scheme is composed by a set of named slots which are
themselves specified by facets. Therole of a facet in a class is
to set the type of the slot, to restrain the possible values which
can be assigned to this slot in an instance and to attach computing methods and default values to be used whenthe value is
unknownin an instance. To instantiate a class thus consists in
creating an individual with the same structure as the class to
which it belongs (i.e. it ownsthe same slots). Every slot can
receive a value which must satisfy the attached constraints
which have been defined in the class by the corresponding
facets. Incomplete instances may be created : some of their
slot values maybe missing. If available in the class, methods
and default values can thus be used to compute these values
(see next sub-section). Since facets can only express constraints on one slot and since it is sometimesnecessary to set
constraints between slots of the same class or of different
classes, and between instances, the system provides a means
for defining constraints externally to the involved objects.
These dependencies are then to be maintained whatever modification occurs in the base (Borning 81). It is up to the system
to manageall the constraints declared ill the base, i.e. restrict
the set of values of a constrained slot, and possibly come up
with a single value. The type of a slot is not bound to be a
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simple type like integer or string ; it can also be another class
of the base. In that case, an instance of the defining class will
have this slot valued by an instance of the class appearing in
the description of the slot (Fig. 2). Such an object is called
complexobject because it refers to other objects, the slot being
a complexslot. This allows the recursive linking of objects.
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Figure 2 -- Complexinstance. Aninstance of the class proteingerm has its slot rbs valued by an instance of the class RBSas
specified in the descriptionof the class.
Classes are organized in specialization hierarchies (each hierarchy models a concept) wherea class inherits the descriptions
of its super-classes. Whendescribing a sub-class, it is only
possible to add newslots or specify the description of already
existing slots.
As an example, we show in Figure 3 the hierarchical structure
of ColiGene (Perri~re et al. 1993). This knowledge base focuses on the study of the bacterium E. coil the genome of
whichis still today a generic model for Prokaryotic organisms.
Particularly ColiGene describes the relationships between genomic sequences and the regulation of gene expressivity. With
this aim in view, it was first necessary to carefully formalize
knowledge on genetic structures and to represent the large
functional genomicstructures which are split in genomic databases despite their functional unity: transcription and translation signals, genes coding for proteins, tRNA and rRNA
genes, operons and regulons. Fromthe biological standpoint of
tiffs knowledgebase, information concerning the relationships
between DNAsequences and gene expressivity in E. coli have
been nlodeled.
Unknown values computation
Incomplete instances maybe created, i.e. some of their slots
mayhave no value. If required, the value can be inferred using
available knowledge in the classes. Twobasic mechanismsare
available : default value and procedural attachment. A default
value facet defines a value to be provided for the slot whenno
other value is available. The default facet allows thus the reasoning mechanismto be continued even in case of incomplete
knowledge. Procedural attachment consists in associating to a
slot in a class demription a set of methods to be executed under a specific context, e.g. whenthe slot value is modified or
removedin an instance. Procedural attachment is also an inference mechanismable to return the value of a slot in an instance in which it is unknown.The methods are then introduced with the if-needed facet (Fig. 2). The basic principle is
use the methods attached to the slot in the class to which the
instance is knownto belong.
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Figure 3 -- Hierarchical structure of the knowledgebase ColiGene.Individual subclasses and instances correspondingto individual structures are
derived from the classes of upper levels. In such a way,instances take into consideration the allelic polymorphism.
Threebiological concepts arc
modeledin the base: the simple-biological-object concept gathers elementaryinformation units like protein and tRNAgenes and the signals involvedin their regulation (promoters,operators, terminators .... ) ; the composite-biological-objectconceptcontains complexregulatory systems
like operonsand regulons (this enables the linking of elementaryobjects whichare completelyindependentin databases) : the descriptor concept
describes DNA
features correspondingto particular regulatory signals.
If necessary, inheritance applies and methods can be looked
for in the super-classes. The attached methods are generally
functions written in a programming language. The example
provided in Figure 2 illustrates such a mechanism: if the value of rbs of an instance of the class protein--flene is unknown,
the system will execute the procedure cr-rbs (Sir-needed
face0, in order to provide this value.
Classification
Classification is an inference mechanismallowing an instance
to migrate from its defining class to lower classes in the hierarchy ; as a consequence, the instance is compelled to stay in
the same concept and is not permitted to go in another one.
Whenan instance has been created, it is linked to a class. This
implies that the instance satisfies the constraints included in
the slots of the class. Nonetheless, this instance can also satisfy constraints in the sub-classes of its class of definition. As
soon as an instance has been attached to a class, all the constraints that appear in lower classes becomenecessary and sufficient conditions for the instance to belong to them. The classification mechanismscans recursively the sub-classes from
the initial class and determines for each class if it is sure, possible or impossible. A class is sure if the instance satisfies all
the constraints on all the slots that exist in this class, it is
possible if no constraint in the class is violated (this happens
for instance whena slot is not valued), and it is impossible if a
constraint is not satisfied by a slot value. An instance is directly attached to a sure class whereas, if no sure class is
found, a user can decide to attach it to a possible class. Then,
the instance receives additional information since it can now
benefit from new inference mechanisms specific to its new
class. Whendealing with complex objects, the classification
mechanism acquires a new scope because a complex object
references other objects that can be themselves classified in
their hierarchies.

Navigation and query-based access
Knowledgebases include large amounts of entities to access,
thus navigation facilities play an important role in such systems. Classical navigation in knowledge bases is, in some
sense, a sequential one, whereas queries allow "immediate"
access to relevant information.
In order to illustrate
the navigation facilities
we show in
Figure 4 an example of a sample session under the knowledge
base MultiMap. This system integrates different levels of
mapping data with graphical tools allowing to switch between
these levels. More precisely, MultiMapis dedicated to comparative mapping studies between man and mouse. It describes
all knownchromosomesand loci for both organisms (available
in GENATLAS
and EMGdata-banks) and allows the location
study using cytogenetic, genetic and physical maps, i.e. three
different levels of description. Links between the biological
objects in the base and the different mapshave been carefully
modeled: this way, when analyzing a human genome, the related cytogenetic maps may be accessed, and in turn, from a
cytogenetic map, any of its loci maybe accessed. A special effort has been made to develop graphic browsing and manipulation, because of the amountof objects (over 1000 loci for each
of the two organisms).
A filter-like
mechanismhas been implemented as a first step
solution, in our current system, in order to allow content
search. Queries are built via a graphical editor, makingthe definition of the set of criteria rather easy. This query mechanism
allows the retrieving of instances whichsatisfy the set of criteria ; as an example, "what are the protein genes located between minute 0 and 5, in E. coil chromosome?"is a typical
content search, in ColiGene. Queries may be saved and modified, if needed. The resulting sets of instances may be saved
too : they may, in turn, be used as input in order to refine a
query. However,this solution remains rather restrictive, as it
only allows content searches, but not structural queries.
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Figure 4 -- Navigationfacilities in the knowledgebase MultiMap.Several windowsobtained from successive user selections are represented here.
The first one (on the left) showsthe different levels of description of a humanchromosome
(n~ l/. In the secondone. the cytogenetic chromosome
bandsobtainedwith G staining methodare visualized. Fromone selected cytogeneticband, the list of its loci maybe accessedand then, the list of
the GenBank
entries that describe a particular locus lin this examplethe ATPlAIgene has been selected). Givena GenBank
entry, one can also
obtain the informationstored in the data bank(HUMATPAD
in this example).
Extracting from a knowledgebase a set of entities the structure of whichfulfils a given set of properties should be useful,
for example when searching the relevant tasks (see the
"Methodological knowledge" section) through the space of
available tasks. An example of a structural query might be
"what are the sequential tasks including distance-matrix and
multivariate-analysis
sub-tasks?" for pattern identification in
DNAsequences, in ColiGene.
The design of the two knowledge bases, ColiGene and
MultiMap, has led to the identification
of three types of
knowledge : descriptive knowledge on the biological entities
involved, methodological knowledge on the ways to select and
link up methods for a given task (such as DNAsequence analysis or computation of gene expressivity), ~mdtextual knowledge as annotations on the various objects. Exte.~sions of the
basic object knowledge model are required to deal with the~
three types of knowledge and the related increase in complexity. These extensions are described in the following three
sections.
Descriptive
knowledge
Several biological situations indeed appeared too complex to
be described with the basic object-based knowledge model.
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The required extensions concern multiple perspectives or
viewpoints on entities,
part-whole relationships and more
descriptive links betweenobjects.
Multiple perspectives
The complexity of the biological objects involved makes a
single hierarchy for the whole base very limiting. Genomic
structures could be represented according to two perspectives,
at least : a functional one where the hierarchy is based on the
functions of the biological objects (this is the only perspective
in the present state of ColiGene), and an evolutionary one allowing for the repetitive character of a sequence (i.e. whether
a sequence is present in one or multiple copies in the genome
and what kind of repetitive structure it contains) (Fig. 5).
Oneach perspective, a specific hierarchy of classes can be developed. A cla,~s in a hierarchy shares slots with other classes
and ownspeculiar slots that no other class has in another hierarchy. Aninstance belongs to one class in each hierarchy and
can be viewed along the desired hierarchies by showing the relevant slots. A user can choose to look at a knowledge base
along specific perspectives and dismiss information he is not
interested in.
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Classes of different perspectives can contain the same instances or, at least, there can be someinclusion betweenthe extensions of classes. This is represented by bridges that link
classes for which some inclusion relation exists. The bridges
are the entities that model co-operation between different domain knowledge by connecting classes from different perspectives. An unidirectional bridge between two classes asserts
that an instance of the first is also an instance of the second ; a
bi-directional bridge expresses the equality betweenthe sets of
instances represented by the classes.
Bridges increase classification
power (Marifio, Rechenmann,
&Uvietta 1990) ; indeed, the classification takes place in each
perspective, along the suitable hierarchy, and uses the bridges
to skip from one class in a perspective to another in another
perspective. That way, classification can label otherwise unreachable classes and consequently allows the use of new
constraining facets on slots appearing in these classes.
Part-whole relation
In the basic object-based knowledgemodel, the link defined in
a class carries the attribution meaning : an object is given
properties through the slots it contains. For example, a protein
gene can be described by its expressivity, its numberof base
pairs (these are simple slots) and the protein it codes for
complexslot, since it takes its value in the class protein).
However, other semantics, such as composition, are wrongly
used in this link : this fuzziness brings somerepresentational
problems and proves that stronger semantical relations are
needed (Woods 1991).
Expressing the part-whole relation (or the composition relation) leads to introduce a new link between objects.
Composition is a semantic relation that exists between an object and its components (Winston, Chaffin, & Herrmann
1987). It can be used recursively on components themselves.
For instance, a cell is composed by mitoehondria and ribosomes ; the latter can still be §plit in ribosomal RNAand ribosomal proteins. "[’his recursive decompositioncreates a hierarchy which reminds of the inheritance hierarchy. Both these
hierarchies are orthogonal.
The part-whole relation is easily introduced in the basic model
by keeping the scheme structure and its slots ; two kinds of

slots have been defined according to the two existing semantics, attribution and composition. Whenrepresenting attribution, a property slot is used, and a composite slot carries the
composition semantics. Specific behaviors can be attached to
composition regarding instantiation, destruction of a composite object, classification or inheritance of property
slot values
from a composite object to a component and vice versa (for
more information, see (Kim, Bertino, & Garza 1989) and
(Marifio, Rechenmann,& Uvietta 1990)).
An example of composition in molecular biology deals with
the modeling of operons. An operon is a complex structure
composed by genes and some regulatory parts. It enables coordinated expression of the genes contained by the operon.
Either all the genes are transcribed or none is.
An operon can be modeled by an object which has both property slots and composite slots. The properties are its genornic
fragment (the DNAsequence in the database), a slot expressing whether the control is positive or negative, another to assert if it is an inductible or a repressible operon. Moreover,it
is composedby a set of structural genes, a regulatory gene, an
operator, a promoter and terminators (Fig. 6).
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Figure6 -- Descriptionof the class operon.It containsproperty slots
as well as compositeslots. Somevalues betweenthe compositeobject
and the componentsare shared: all the genes that composethe operon
comefrom the same genomicfragment and the protein coded by the
regulatorygenehas affinity withthe operator.
The regulatory gene codes for a protein which is either a repressor (in case of a negative control) or an apo-inducer (if
control is positive) ; this protein has muchaffinity with the operator of the operon and is activated or inhibited by an inducer
or a co-repressor (which is in general a substract of the
operon). These features show the intricacy of the biological
objects and the relevance of links between them. Considering
the compositeslots, it would be interesting to express that the
operon and the genes it contains are coming from the same genomic fragment, or that the operator has affinity with the protein coded by the regulatory gene. The operon class has been
created and one of its instance (the lactose operon) is given
Figure 7.
Expressing new semantic relations
It can be useful to express specific semantic relations between
objects. Since it is not possible to express them all, somesystems give the user the meansto define by himself the links that
are going to be dealt with in the knowledgebase (Fox, Wright,
& Adam1984). The drawback of such a system is the great
difficulty to specify a newlink.
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Figure 7 -- Compositeinstance of class operon. Whencreating an
instance of the class operon, the system automatically creates the
components, provided it knows the numberof each one, and the
shared slo~s betweenthe compositeobject and its componentsare
given the samevalue. For example,if the lactose operoninstance is
created and the numberof structural genes is known,three instances
of structural genes, oneinstance of a regulatorygene, of an operator.
and of a promoterwill be created. Their genomic_fragment
slot will
be given the samevalue as that of the operonand the affinity_with
slot of the operatorwill havethe samevalue as the protein slot of the
regulatory gene.
Twoaspects of a link have to be represented : its semantics
and its behavior. It is already an advantage to simply express a
new semantics, specifying that way the relations between objects. Afterwards, it is possible to profit by this link by
attaching a peculiar behavior to it.
Supposefor instance that one wants to assert that a protein activates the expression of a gene, or, on the contrary, that it inhibits it. In the simple model, one could create a concept
protein with a slot describing its function. There is at once a
problemif this protein is both an activator and an inhibitor for
two different genes. One could then add two slots to the
protein concept named activates and inhibits and whose values would he the involved genes. Then, the semantics of the
activation link is in the nameof the slot, not in its value, and if
a protein is an activator for no gene, the slot has no value. It is
not satisfactory becau~the protein exists regardless of the actions it is able to ensure. Thebest solution is to have the capability to define the link externally to the objects it connects,
possibly defining inheritance mechanismsbetween their slots
(this is part of the behavior attached to the link). This additional facility allows, for instance, to simulate the behavior of
the upper mentionedprotein, both as activator and a repressor.
Simulation maybe either numerical, running for instance differential equations systems, or qualitative. Qualitative simula-
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tion relies on non-numerical computation. Such an approach
allows simulation at an intermediate level of precision, and it
makes it possible without requiring experimental data as for
differential
equations. (Bobrow 84) identified different
qualitative reasoning tasks ; amongthem are simulation, envisionment (determine all possible behaviors), diagnosis and
verification. Evenif this approachhas limited utility for large
models (Forbus & Falkenhainer 1992), mainly because
combinatorics, it tends to allow the modeling of phenomena
for which the numerical precision is not required, or for which
laws (as in physics) are not known.
Qualitative simulation in biology has been already applied.
MOI,GEN
allows the (qualitative) simulation of the trp-operon system (Friedland & Kedes 1985). (Weld 1986) has
plemented a system to perform causal simulation in the molecular genetics domain : it allows the description of discrete
processes to model possible enzymatic behaviors for a set of
molecule types and it attempts to predict the behavior of the
system. A system for the design of metabolic pathways
(Mavrovouniotis et al. 1990) rests on the qualitative representation of the Boerhinger metabolic map; it infers, from constraints on inputs and reactions, the complete set of all the
possible pathways through the map.
Methodological
knowledge
Methods are software modules which implement numerical,
symbolic or graphic display algorithms. Domain-dependent
methods, e.g. in molecular biology, give rise to various difficulties : their numberand/or complexity grow regularly, they
have been written in programming languages independently
from the KBdesign, they are available in somereposilory(ies)
elsewhere, etc. In order to makethem easier to use, our solution consists in the definition of problemsolving strategies or
tasks, i.e. the identification of sub-problemsand their proper
ordering on the one hand, and in the selection of the (or one
amonga set of) convenient method(s) for each (sub-)problem,
on the other hand. Tasks as well as methodsare thus described
explicitly in the KBas classes, i.e. they are considered as
(particular)
knowledge (Rechenmann& Rousseau 1992).
Most object-oriented languages do not allow methods to be
defined outside a class (some languages, as CLOS,allow it,
but with restrictions), because of the so-called "encapsulation"
principle. A methodin a class is selected according to the first
argument of a message only. Method, selection according to
multiple in put arguments is thus not allowed. Object-oriented
languages are thus not adapted to the description
of
methodological knowledge.
Tasks, as well as methods, are described as classes with input
attd output slots. The set of constraints attached to input or
output slots describes respectively pre- and post-conditions. A
task provides additional facilities : to each complextask, a decomposition into sub-tasks is attached, unless the task is elementary ; in that case, a set of methodsis directly attached to
the task. A complextask can be either a selection amongsubtasks (e.g. extroct-REPsin figure 8), or a sequenceof sub-tasks
(e.g. Search REP subclasses in figure 8).
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Figure$ -- Taskdecomposition
hierarchyfor RepetitiveExtragenicPalindromic
(PEP)units identification. REPsare repetitive structurescharacterized by their complex
secondarystructures, whichmakethemable to preventmRNA
degradation~TostudyREPs,a sequenceof three subtasks
has to be executed.First the REPs.haveto be extractedfromthe data bases. Thissubtaskis a choicesubtask:the extractionof REPs
is different
whetherit concernsstored or non-storedREPs.In the case of the extractionof non-storedREPs,anotherchoiceis made:searchingfor a conserved
pattern or searchinga pattern withbasefrequency.When
the complex
task extroct REPsis done,the REPssubclasseshaveto be identified. The
complex
task SearchREPsubclassesis a sequentialtask: first eachREPsequenceis alignedwiththe others, and the alignmentscoreis usedto
build a distancematrix; then multivariateanalysiscanbe madefollowedbya clusteringof the REPs.Obviously,
the complex
tasks Multivoriate
analysisandClusteringare tasks to be specialized,anda classificationprocessmustbe doneagain.Foreachgroupdefinedin the clusteringtask,
a consensusmatrixhas to be constructed: the task Buildconsensusis in turn a sequentialtask (multiplealignmentin a wayto establish
"consensus"
sequence).Finally, whenthe complex
task SearchREPsst0oclossesis achieved,secondarystructurepredictioncouldbe understudy.
Since tasks are described as classes, it seemsvery natural to
organize theminto hierarchies. A task class maybe a sub-class
of an other task class (e.g. the task class REPsis a sub-class of
the moregeneral class Palindroaic-unitsin figure 9).
I{ define pa~ern in DNAsequenoe

Figure9 -- Let us considera highlevel task for patternanalysisin
DNA
sequences.Theupperlevel task describesa generalobjective
(Definepottern i.n DNsequences/.Nospecific solvingstrategy is
associatedwiththis task description:then usingthe classification
process,this kindof task has to be decomposed
into sub-tasksaccordingto the controlflow.Ata lowerabstractionlevel, the problem
defined bya task is sufficientlypreciseso that a decomposition
scheme
canbe associatedto the task description.It is the caseof the tasks
rho-independen%
rho-dependent,
REPs,KBS,-le regionand-35
region.

The decompositionof a task into sub-tasks can then be different accordingto the sub-class retained, if required. Therefore,
each time a task has to be decomposed,
a classification process
is executedin order to select, amongthe possible sub-classes,
the class which matchesthe current context and which will
provide the adequate decomposition.Thus, the overall problena solving process consists in mixingclassification stages,
wherea task is characterized accordingto its input, and planning stages, duringwhichthe task is split up in sub-tasks according to the decompositionattached to the sub-class chosen
duringthe classification stage.
Sucha modelsupports interactively the user in choosingthe
methodsnecessary to solve his problem,and in chaining them
in a proper way.It allows automaticsolving as well as usersolving, if required (e.g. no available or knownsolving
strategy, analysisof graphics,etc.).
Textual knowledge as object annotations
While developing a knowledgebase, manymodelingchoices
haveto be made.Everyentity of the real worldmayindeed be
represented by several distinct object descriptions. The decisions are madeby the designer accordingto the expected uses
of the knowledgebase and to his ownperception. The explicit
reasons whichsupport these decisions should be accessible to
the users and tberefore stored in the knowledge
base itself. In
order to avoid indefinite loops, these reasons cannot be expressed with the knowledgemodeland natural languageis certainly the most itmate and easy to understandmedium.
Schmeltzer
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Figure 10 --Thenavigational interface of hypertext. Theuser has selected a class in the inheritance graph (upper window)and has consulted the
associated node of the hypertext (lower window).Someof the wordsof the text are links to other nodes. Froman hypertext node, it is possible
comeback to the entity it is attached to. The exampleis drawnfrom the ColiGeneknowledgebase, in whichonly the highest levels of the
inheritance graphhave beenannotated, essentially for pedagogicalpurposes.
Thus, pieces of text should be attached to the various object
classes and to their components,such as attributes essentially.
Navigating from a class to another, a user cat} read the associated text. But the text itself can be seen as a knowledgebase,
unable of course to support any inference mechanisnl. Arranging the various pieces of text into art hypertext (Cot(kiln
1987) (Nielsen 1990) allows a navigation process to take place
between its nodes. Moreover, the user can choose to navigate
amongthe objects or anaong the hypertext nodes alternatively.
We have implemented the connection between objects and hypertext in our system. Every newpiece of text is turned into an
hypertext node automatically: the text is searched for words
which match with class or attribute names. The node itself is
namedafter the class or the attribute to which it is attached.
Pictures can also be placed in the node and displayed together
with the text at the user’s request. Most of the classes and the
attributes
of the upper levels of the class hierarchy of
ColiGene have been commentedin that way (Figure 10).
Whatis the exact status of text in such knowledgebases’? Text
can be seen as simple conmxents as presented before. These
commentscan sustain pedagogical purposes: text attached to
the highest levels in the class hierarchy can present l’undamental notions of the scientific field the knowledgebase is concerned with. Text can also be presented as the knowledgeformat which precedes formalization. This is the view supported
for instance by (Gaines & Linster 1990) who uses hypertext
for knowledge elicitation and acquisition. Even after textual
knowledgehas been formalized as inter-related objects, it can
be conserved to play the role of comments. But text can also
be seen as the most advanced form of compiled knowledge.
Under this interpretation,
as parts of scientific knowledge
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bases are progressively becoming consensual, they could be
rewritten as texts and figures only, hopefully arranged in hypcrtexts: (hyper-)textbooks are perhaps the ultimate state
the knowledgelife-cycle.

Conclusion
In the very future, the use of advanced knowledgemodels, together with the powerful reasoning mechanismsthey support,
will allow the development of large knowledge bases in molecular biology (Over(on, Koile, &Pastor 1990). "[’hey will progressively include the descriptive, methodological and textual,
or graphical, knowledge about large parts of this scientific
domain. If such a knowledge base were allowed to be accessed
by membersof a scientific communitywhich are involved in a
commonresearch project, it could become the place where
cousensual scientific knowledgeemerges. Even if the situation
is somewhatless complex than for the case of general knowledge bases which must also store and manage commonsense
knowledge (see for instance (Lenat & Guha 1990)), several
technical problems have still to be solved in order to achieve
this objective.
First of all, concm’rencymust be supported at the adequate level. Data base management systems do manage concurrency
betweenmultiple users, but at the data level. Users can simultaneously read or update the values of object variables and the
DBMS,through appropriate protection and locking mechanism.,~, ensures the correctness of the transactions. But the situation for knowledgebases is quite different, since concurrency must be managedat the level of the conceptual scheme,

i.e. at the level of the descriptions of the classes in which the
knowledge is described.
Then, the knowledge base managementsystem must be able to
judge the opportunity to include in the knowledge bases submissions from the different researchers. An adequate protocol
must be provided, following the metaphor of paper submission
to specialized scientific journals or conferences. A reviewing
process should be able to decide if a submitted piece of
knowledge contradicts or subsumes some existing piece of
knowledge within the base and to send its commentsback to
the submitter. Fundamental research work must provide the
necessary algorithms.
Finally, submitters should be allowed to develop their own
private knowledgebase and to submit parts of it to the other
researchers or to the commonshared knowledge base as presented above. Dedicated operations should allow them to
merge knowledge pieces from several knowledge bases in
order to test alternative hypotheses.
These requirements set very difficult and fundamental problems, both in the data base and the AI fields. But the resulting
system would be an adequate support for co-operative distributed research efforts and should considerably accelerate
consensual knowledge fornaation.
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